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Abstract
Cellular data traffic volume is increasing. High bandwidth of video streaming, In-
ternet of Things penetration and upcoming fifth generation radio network are a
response to meet this increasing demand for mobile data. With new lower latency
radio technologies, new use cases for mobile connectivity become viable. The emer-
gence of virtualization and software defined infrastructure and orchestration allow
new innovation in networking. Combining technologies and implementing additional
abstraction frees human resources from mundane administration tasks. Standards
and common interfaces speed up service integration and time-to-market of new ser-
vices. Virtual resources can be scaled on demand, and modular services provide
requested services while conserving resources by scaling only needed infrastructure.
Virtualization provides reliability and flexibility. Ultra-reliable communications ex-
pected with the new mobile networks bring additional costs which can be mitigated
with virtualization layers and softwarization of the network configuration. Existing
physical devices are flexibly used for multiple purposes based on current needs with
automated deployment. This thesis demonstrates a solution to increase modularity
in the mobile packet core responsible for forwarding user data in a network. The
prototype separates users from each other with common computer hardware with
network elements implemented in software. The system is evaluated with the proto-
type in a test cellular network established in the laboratory. A monitoring system for
compute resources available is implemented in the prototype, and data is analyzed.
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Mobiili dataliikennemäärä on kasvussa. Multimediasisällöt tietoverkoissa käyttä-
vät suuria määriä tiedonsiirtokapasiteettia ja esineiden Internet tulee lähitulevaisuu-
dessa liittämään uusia laitteita tietoverkkoihin. Tuleva viidennen sukupolven radio-
verkko ja uudet älykkäät verkonhallintaratkaisut ovat vastaus kasvavan kysynnän
tarpeisiin. Uudet matalan latenssin verkkoteknologiat mahdollistavat myös uusia so-
velluksia mobiiliverkoissa. Virtualisointi ja ohjelmallisesti määritetty infrastruktuuri
vapauttavat ihmistyövuosia ylläpitotehtävistä suunnitteluun automatisoimalla tois-
tuvia tehtäviä. Teknologioiden yhdistäminen ja uusien abstraktiotasojen käyttöönot-
to vapauttaa henkilöresursseja tavallisilta hallintotehtäviltä. Standardit ja yhteiset
rajapinnat nopeuttavat palveluiden integrointia ja uusien palvelujen tuontia mark-
kinoille. Virtuaalisia resursseja voidaan suhteuttaa vastamaan kysyntää nopeasti.
Modulaariset palvelut tarjoavat palvelua tarpeen mukaan sammuttaen ylimääräis-
tä kapasiteettia hiljaisina aikoina. Virtualisointi tuo luotettavuutta ja joustavuutta
tietojärjestelmiin palveluorkestraation avulla. Viidenen polven mobiiliverkon lupaus
erittäin luotettavasta viestinnästä ja matalasta latenssista tuo lisäkustannuksia, joi-
ta voidaan lieventää virtualisoinnilla. Nykyisiä fyysisiä tietokoneita voidaan käyt-
tää joustavasti uusiin tarkoituksiin ohjelmistopäivityksellä. Tämä opinnäytetyö etsii
ja esittää yhden ratkaisun modulaarisuuden lisäämiseksi matkaviestinverkon paket-
tiytimen käyttäjätasolla, joka on vastuussa käyttäjän tietojen siirrosta verkon läpi.
Prototyyppi erottaa käyttäjät toisistaan tavallisella tietokoneella, ja virtualisoiduilla
verkkoilla. Toteutettua järjestelmää arvioidaan testiverkossa laboratoriossa. Proto-
tyypissä on käytettävissä tietokoneiden laskentaresurssion seurantajärjestelmä.
Avainsanat pilvi, Linux, SDN, tunnelointi, EPC, 5G, NGC
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1 Introduction
Advancement and evolution of mobile Internet and connectivity has multiple facets.
Demand for mobile data is growing, and new applications require higher data rates
and adaptable networks. Real time data streaming, and latency critical applications
are moving towards the mobile Internet and wireless. Households may even have
only a wireless data connection as the sole Internet connection without a large drop
in user experience. Smooth Internet and fast response times previously only attained
using wired connections are now promised through the wireless medium.

Reliable wireless communications can be leveraged for novel applications with
high requirements for service level quality. Self driving cars, and road traffic control
logic and human well-being monitoring being some interesting research topics with
reliable communications channel as a prerequisite. Self organizing road vehicles can
greatly increase throughput in road traffic bottlenecks caused by commute traffic.
The main task of the control plane is only signalling and database services, while the
user plane1 has to deal with bulk data transfers and strict latency requirements. In
order to launch a system with such high impact, the public and governments need
assurances of the reliability behind the technology.

The society and the lives of consumers are becoming increasingly connected with
additional personal devices and the introduction of connected appliances sometimes
referred to as the Internet of Things (IoT). In a world of ubiquitous Internet access
the transport medium is not relevant to the end user, devices nor applications using
the connectivity. Everything is connected to the Internet anyway. The network
infrastructure on a high level can be transparent to the end user with all the un-
derlying connectivity abstracted behind the ultimate question whether connectivity
is available or not. With this binary question as the basis, we can start layering
abstraction for the users and administrators alike.

The mobile network consists of the radio link to the user device, and the back-
haul network infrastructure behind this radio connection to connect the devices to
a wider network, and often eventually the Internet. To become as flexible as possi-
ble and provide support for multitudes of deployment scenarios the mobile network
infrastructure called the Packet Core needs to be adaptable. The Packet core is
responsible for controlling the mobile network after the radio link. The packet core
is responsible for all the logic connecting mobile users to the network services. The
management and control functionality is called the Control Plane, while the user
data transmission layer is the Data Plane (DP). This split is the first step in separat-
ing different resource usage profiles for independent resource scaling. Control traffic
is low bandwidth, but is required for any access to be established. This requires
reliable transmission. User data is larger in volume, but can be simply forwarded
without processing as it does not contain information destined to the packet core
itself. Control data is sent to the Control Plane (CP) nodes responsible for defining
forwarding rules on the DP while user data is forwarded to services.

Humans surf the web, communicate with each other all fitting to a certain en-
velope. Traditionally the devices connecting to mobile networks are only personal

1user plane and data plane are used in this thesis interchangeably
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communications devices. This creates a heterogenous service used by humans, which
can be optimized with high efficiency hardware for this specific use case. The society
and the lives of consumers are becoming increasingly connected to data networks
with additional personal devices and the introduction of network connected house-
hold appliances and sensors.

Machines and computers only need to transmit specific data associated with
their function, and this is as different from the human usage profile as are the
connected devices. These devices have often static requirements with a fixed set of
functions. Sensors connected to a data network request Machine to Machine (M2M)
communications, and video streaming devices request highly buffered high data rate
service. All service profiles need to be served simultaneously over the same radio
resource first, and then forwarded for the backhaul and to the packet core data plane.

Here the data plane needs to cope with machines and humans using the same
network. On a conceptual level the data plane is already split into different applica-
tions and use cases. This network split is introduced as Network Slicing. Slicing can
provide these different user segments customized services more in line what each
needs and prioritizes. Less useless provisioning saves resources and improves effi-
ciency. A flexible mobile Packet Core is needed to be able to provide this slicing on
a networking infrastructure level. DP nodes forwarding user data streams need to
be flexible and modular.

Linux kernel is used in various Operating System (OS) distributions providing
extensive networking features. Linux distributions can be geared towards desktop
usage or even home router appliances such as in the case with router distributions
like OpenWrt[1]. Linux has very little requirements from the underlying hardware,
and can run on most common computers. In servers and data centers Linux is the
OS of choice for similar reasons. Hardware is readily available and mass produced,
the code is open source without additional cost, and makes modification possible.
The networking features are also very adaptable and configurable to specific needs.

Transition to the fourth generation (4G) network Long Term Evolution (LTE)
standardized by the 3G Partnership Project (3GPP) has eliminated the use of legacy
circuit switched networks for voice traffic[2]. The whole LTE packet core is packet
switched as the name implies. This evolution is also adopted by the Next Generation
Core (NGC) for the fifth generation (5G). Legacy Circuit Switching (CS) elements
can be eliminated from a Mobile Packet Core (MPC). All traffic is packet based.
Internet traffic is packet based, as is all mobile data traffic in 4G and 5G networks.
All MPC functionality can be abstracted under packet protocols.

Using a Linux computer to forward the user plane traffic of a mobile device allows
using low cost Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware for the task. Dedicated
network devices require more traffic and capital to justify purchase. Low traffic
scenarios in test networks or rural areas benefit from scaling down to very low per-
formance, during quiet hours or in between tests. General purpose OS such as Linux
also allows for external orchestration for the user plane by arbitrary programming
language and software. Additional features can be added to the packet core itself due
to the general nature of the hardware. Software can be written for the same func-
tionality with a lower Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) as soldering hardware would
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be. Software solutions are also easier to modify than hardware is. Linux also offers
the main tunneling protocol GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) used in the packet
core as a mainline kernel module since Linux version 4.7[3].

1.1 Objective and scope
In this thesis current developments in MPC network user data plane switching are
analysed, and based on the state of the art a user data plane forwarding entity is
designed to address perceived shortcomings. Linux usage, and COTS hardware is at
the center to ensure a flexible solution applicable also in low cost and low traffic
environments.

The main contribution in this thesis is the user plane switch software to manage
incoming GTP encapsulated traffic outside the MPC control plane. A module called
the User Plane Module Gateway (UPF-GW) is created for GTP processing, and tested
as part of the LTE MPC design. The module can perform arbitrary GTP encapsulation
and decapsulation based on Javascript Object Notation (JSON) datagram informa-
tion. Python programming language is used to interface with the MPC control plane
and automate Linux networking along with Software Defined Networking function-
ality. The UPF-GW can run on most Linux computers. The UPF-GW module is
tested on a LTE test network, while also being Radio Access Network (RAN) agnos-
tic and adaptable to the 5G NGC. A Proof of Concept (PoC) user plane switch is
implemented for a LTE MPC in a laboratory.

1.2 Structure
The remainder of this thesis is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 explores the state of the
art, explaining first the LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC), the 4G MPC solution widely
deployed today. Further in Section 2 the EPC is split, and parts integral to this
thesis and concepts Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined
Network (SDN) are defined. Higher layer abstractions and orchestration elements
enabled by the design are also mentioned in Section 2.4. These basic concepts are
then combined to describe a MPC architecture this thesis contributes to with Network
Slicing in Section 2.2.5. In the Chapter 3 the test network core is pictured, and the
prototype specifications are described and discussed. The prototype is then used
for evaluating the concept of the orchestrated gateway network function. In Section
3.4 a separated monitoring solution is presented. The testing setup and results are
shown in Section 4.1, and Section 4.2 respectively. Problems encountered during
the thesis are discussed in the Chapter 5. Future software development ideas under
testing are presented in the Chapter 6. The thesis is concluded with Chapter 7
summarizing the identified issues with possible further research.
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2 State of the art
This Chapter first describes the basic concepts required to understand networking
and presents an overview of protocols used in the mobile packet core network infras-
tructure. The current LTE packet core, the EPC, is presented with an introduction
to key technologies used for evolving to more scalable and modular core to meet
customer demand for mobile data. The concepts of NFV and SDN are used to ex-
plain Network Slicing as part of the evolving packet core designs. Some approaches
to modularize the MPC are shown in Section 2.3.2. This Chapter concludes with
an overview of possibilities enabled by scalable virtual designs in a cloud based sys-
tem, and monitoring solutions for Linux environments possible in orchestrated cloud
services.

Previously in the second generation (2G) Global System for Mobile Communi-
cations (GSM) era the MPC was Circuit Switching (CS) in design. Later after the
introduction of packet data with General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) a Packet
Switching (PS) domain was added to the core. Connections no longer required a
dedicated circuit for a conversation to take place. Communication was split into
chunks called packets, and could share a common link. This was the first time a
Mobile Packet Core was established, and users had cellular data service. While GSM
and third generation (3G) Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) in-
clude the CS domain for voice traffic, the EPC goes one step further, being a packet
only system entirely. Continuous demand for mobile data is driving the rapid de-
velopment of networking infrastructure, and new designs start implementing a new
layer of orchestration and automation in the form of NFV and SDN. A new era in mo-
bile packet core design is beginning. One solution no longer fits everyone, and more
customized solutions are required to cope with heterogenous load. Softwarization
and orchestration is the industry solution to provide these adaptable networks.

Orchestration in a virtualized system is the automated process of establishing
logical entities for pooled resources. This way a customized portion from the pool can
be allocated, and a custom automation system implemented on top of a heterogenous
system. Orchestration occurs on many layers, including physical server orchestration,
OS level orchestration, OS service orchestration and finally application orchestration.
Orchestration in this thesis is used as a general term for automating a level of
abstraction through a common Application Programming Interface (API), implying
it is programmable.

2.1 Networking
Networks require protocols for devices to communicate with each other. Everything
in a network is layered. Electrical signals travel on copper wires, and photons travel
in optical fiber as the physical medium for information exchange. The data link is es-
tablished between two physical interfaces in the network. One example of a protocol
is Ethernet. In 1983 the Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
802.3 standard for 10BASE5 was finalized. This protocol was used for transmitting
Ethernet frames over a copper coaxial cable. Contemporary standards often used in
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home or office environments are 802.3u which includes the definition for 100BASE-
TX for 100Mbps Ethernet over a standard category 5 (Cat 5) cable and 802.3ab
which defines the 1000BASE-T for 1Gbps Ethernet[4]. Ethernet is often used in
Local Area Network (LAN).

The next layer on the list is the network layer. The network layer or Layer 3 (L3)
is meant for internetwork communications. One example of a L3 protocol is the Inter-
net Protocol (IP)[5]. User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a transport protocol meant
for transmitting data over IP networks.With IP as the network layer, two transport
protocols stand out. Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and
User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol (UDP/IP) are very common, while others
such as Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) have niche uses. Application
protocols function at the top most layer and provide the services transported over
the underlying layers with the corresponding protocols. Application layer proto-
cols include Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) and Domain Name Service (DNS)
among others.

2.1.1 Data forwarding

In networks two modes of forwarding are used, routing and switching. Routing
logic in packet routers preserve the header containing metadata about the payload.
Destination and source addresses of the routed protocol are forwarded unchanged to
the next hop in a router’s routing table. For this this to be possible, the destination
address in routing must be globally unique in the routed network.

In switching, the forwarding function changes at least one address field in the
packet header. In Layer 2 (L2) switched Ethernet network a switch works with
Media Access Control (MAC) addresses. Network Interface Card (NIC) inside a
network has a unique MAC address, or sometimes called a hardware address. A
switching device learns the MAC address of a NIC connected to a port, and forwards
Ethernet frames destined to this MAC to the associated physical port. In case of an
unknown MAC address the switch floods the frame to all ports except the ingress
port. Routing may then be used to forward a protocol encapsulated inside the
switched protocol headers, like IP outside the switched Ethernet network. Also IP
level Network Address Translation (NAT) is switching where IP address destinations
change during forwarding.

Tunnelling is a special case of switching where a tunneling protocol header is
prepended before the whole Protocol Data Unit (PDU) to be forwarded. The PDU
is encapsulated inside a tunneling protocol header, which is used to provide con-
nectivity for a payload protocol over a tunneling protocol. The payload within is
then tunneled through the protocol described in the encapsulation header. IP over
IP tunneling encapsulates the payload IP packet with another IP header.

L3 networks such as IP deal with packets. Hosts across IP networks are reachable
through routers, and routes are described in routing tables for each host and router.
Tunneling IP over another IP network hides some of the routing from the payload
network. The Figure 1 shows the position of the General Routing Encapsulation
(GRE) header. GRE is a tunneling protocol to encapsulate IP packets within IP
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packets to perform this function.

Figure 1: GRE between 2 OSI layer 3 protocols[6]

GTP is another tunneling protocol used to transmit IP packets over another IP
network. It functions in the same layer as GRE does, and GTP can be changed to the
place of GRE in the OSI stack as shown in Figure 1. Only the encapsulation header
type changes from GRE to GTP. GTP is of specific interest in this thesis because it
is used in the MPC network as the tunneling protocol of choice. In the MPC network
GTP encapsulates the IP packets created by the IP stack in User Equipments (UEs)
to transport these seamlessly over the core network hiding possible changes from the
UE due to mobility. The fixed tunnel endpoint on the MPC also hides the mobile UE
from the Internet creating a stable point representing the UE in the Internet. User
Plane GTP (GTP-U) protocol uses UDP port 2152, which is registered for GTP-U by
the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).

GTP has multiple versions. The Evolved Packet System (EPS) uses the Control
Plane GTP (GTP-C) version 2 for control plane. User plane is using GTP-U version
1. There is no user plane version 2 of the GTP protocol.

Figure 2: GTP header [7].

In GTP tunneling the data link layer transmits an UDP packet over an IP net-
work. UDP/IP is the only protocol used for GTP version 1 path used in user plane
tunnels[7]. Because GTP is a tunneling protocol, and more specifically an IP over IP
tunneling protocol, the GTP data inside the UDP/IP packet is an arbitrary IP packet
prepended with the GTP header shown in Figure 2. The version field is used to de-
termine the GTP version. This field is 1 for GTP-U used for the user plane. Protocol
Type (PT) field is the discriminator between GTP and GTP’. GTP’ is an optional
protocol for GPRS access. The Extension Header flag indicates whether the Next
Extension Header is interpreted upon receipt. Network-Protocol Data Unit (N-PDU)
number is an optional field used for confirming receipt of UE originated N-PDUs. The
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message type indicates if the GTP packet is GTP-U or GTP-C. The Tunnel End-
point Identifier (TEID) identifies a tunnel endpoint in the receiving GTP-U or GTP-C
protocol entity[7].

Figure 3: An example GTP-U tunneled HTTP packet in an Ethernet L2 network

An example GTP tunneled IP packet is shown in Figure 3. The outer IP header
represents the MPC internal IP network. The inner IP-USER field represents the
IP header created by the sending UE. The user data plane is encapsulated with
a IP-over-IP tunneling protocol GTP also used in previous generations of mobile
telecommunications before LTE. Two tunnels are created for one UE. One for down-
link and one for uplink. These tunnels both have unique identifiers to separate
different data streams.

These TEIDs are known to the Mobility Management Entity (MME), which man-
ages the handovers and mobility in the network. Tunnel endpoints are between the
Evolved NodeB (eNB) and the gateway solution in the packet core. The GTP tunnel
hides the MPC IP network from the UE, while giving a mobile terminal a fixed loca-
tion on the Internet at the Gateway. The gateway communicates with the mobile
UE though a GTP tunnel moving with device movement. This mobility is hidden
from the rest of the Internet behind the Gateway.

2.1.2 Virtual local area network

The IEEE standard 802.1Q defines the Ethernet extension commonly referred to
as Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN). A VLAN is a OSI layer 2 network entity
separated from other virtual LANs on the data link level. The 802.1Q header as a
part of the Ethernet frame.

Figure 4: VLAN tag structure [8].

The Figure 4 shows the structure of a 802.1Q tag on an Ethernet frame. A 32 bits
long header is inserted inside an Ethernet frame. The Tag Protocol Identifier (TPID)
field replaces the Ethernet type field also on a normal Ethernet frame header with
the 802.1Q EtherType hex value of 8100. The Priority Code Point (PCP) field
contains the transmission priority of the said Ethernet frame. The Drop Eligible
Indicator (DEI) field indicates if the packet is especially eligible for dropping under
congestion. The VLAN Identifier (VID) contains the VLAN number the frame is
associated with.
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A switch port in a VLAN capable Ethernet switch can be of two types. An access
port or a trunk port. An access port is used to connect devices without 802.1Q tag
awareness. The VLAN is done independent of the device, and no 802.1Q tagged Eth-
ernet traffic is transmitted on the access link. The switch forwards Ethernet frames
containing a matching MAC address and the associated VID to the corresponding
access ports stripping the 802.1Q tag header field. Frames from the attached device
do not contain the 802.1Q tag, and the switch appends it to frames from the device
before a forwarding decision.

A trunk port has one or more associated VIDs. The switch forwards frames
containing a matching MAC address and a matching VID to the associated trunk
port without altering the 802.1Q tag. Traffic in the trunk link can contain 802.1Q
tagged Ethernet frames, and both endpoints need to be configured to support the
arrangement. 802.1Q tag processing is the only difference between access and trunk
ports, other than a trunk port can have multiple VIDs associated with it, and an
access port implies only one[8].

2.1.3 Quality of service

Quality of Service (QoS) in the networking domain is the service level provided by the
network to an application. Often the quantified metrics include latency, jitter, and
packet loss components. For example low bandwidth streams can achieve real time
latency for interactive applications while a bulk transfer is concurrently running in
the background. Network interface queues prioritize the interactive packets, sending
them first. Accomplishing this requires a QoS setup.

High bandwidth video cameras need high throughput and powerful transmission
capability and need a power source for extended operation periods. A few seconds
in a mobile network is an eternity for a QoS algorithm and load balancers. Bulk data
streams generated by streaming video can be buffered and delayed for a few millisec-
onds to let a short burst of low latency traffic through first. Video streaming service
quality is not diminished greatly by increased buffering. Latency is not as critical for
bulk data and best-effort Internet. To keep the interactive Internet applications re-
sponsive and Industrial Internet applications with extreme low latency requirements
working, certain guarantees might be desirable. Guarantees in a network with lim-
ited resources could introduce positive discrimination for critical applications, like
the aforementioned interactive Industrial applications.

Packet scheduling and queue management strategies also influence the service
level provided by a network, and how packets from different streams and users in-
teract with each other. Queues are used to smooth out bursty traffic, and better
utilize link capacity by delaying packet transmission in contrast to simple dropping.
A simple queue strategy is First In First Out (FIFO). As the name implies a FIFO
queue enqueues packets as they arrive to the queue, and dequeues the same packets
in the same order. After the FIFO queue achieves its maximum length, subsequent
packets are dropped. This is called tail dropping, and it implies a latency range for
all transmitted packets. If a packet is transmitted, the forwarding delay in a single
FIFO is at most the time it takes to transmit a whole full queue. Controlling the
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queue length controls how large bursts the queue can mitigate, and what is the max-
imum latency the queue can cause. A mitigated burst can be transmitted without
packet drops, and costly re-transmissions.

2.2 Virtualization
A computer OS is a system to access computing hardware, and schedule requests
for processes competing for resources. A virtualized resource draws upon a pool
of resources created often with an orchestration system. The resource pool can be
then used through a common interface. In a heterogenous resource pool, like with
OS level virtualization, Windows and Linux operating systems might be available for
the user. Due to heterogenous nature of these OS resources a common management
framework is not available without additional abstraction.

In a Virtual Machine (VM) the whole operating system is virtualized, and the
resource pool is a pool of operating systems. On commercial cloud platforms such as
Amazon Web Services (AWS), one can spin up OS resources from a virtual pool. Each
VM runs its respective kernel, and the kernel environments are isolated from each
other. Each VM also has dedicated hardware, allocated from the VM host machine.

In a Virtual Environment (VE) the virtualized resource pool contains the OS
services, but not the OS kernel itself. VEs are sometimes called operating system
containers such as with Linux Container (LXC)[9] with the target of being a light
weight VM without the need for a separate kernel and dedicated hardware resource
allocations. Physical resources like Random Access Memory (RAM) and CPU cores
are shared between the VEs.

As a networking example a virtualized connectivity layer might hide wired Ether-
net, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), and cellular network technologies under
a virtual network connection umbrella.

Specialized network hardware with Application-specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
still retain the performance per watt advantage over any software implementation.
These fixed function data processors can achieve a certain task with high efficiency as
the chip itself is designed to perform one task, and one task only. Ultra high scaling
will still require the lowest possible electricity consumption per packet transmitted
to extract last bits of profit. While the ASIC device provides unmatched switching
performance per watt, COTS with orchestrated virtualization excels in flexibility and
easy access.

2.2.1 Network function virtualization

NFV is a technology for creating contained network function entities[10]. Standardiza-
tion authority for NFV is the NFV Industry Specification Group (ISG) coordinated by
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The NFV ISG proposes
an architecture for defining NFV. The ISG consists of major telecom companies
around the world.

The Figure 5 shows the architectural framework to build NFV compatible systems
as per the NFV ISG in 2013. As shown in the Figure 5, the underlying services, the
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Figure 5: NFV architectural framework [10]

Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) provides an abstraction layer
for physical hardware. COTS hardware can be used as the generic hardware layer.
Infrastructure virtualization and abstraction layers mask this from the Virtualized
Network Function (VNF) itself. A VNF is the network function itself running on
the abstracted hardware devices. The VNF entity is a network node expected to be
completely free of hardware requirements, and function only in software. The Man-
agement and Orchestration (MANO) provides the life cycle functionality. The NFV
MANO interfaces with the external Operations Support Services (OSS) and Business
Support Services (BSS) not specified in the NFV ecosystem. This interface is used
for legacy system integration.

Virtualizing the packet core and required network functions is a way to abstract
the hardware resources ultimately into provided services implemented as VNF nodes.
This reduces the cost of entry for new technologies and applications to the service
pool in a network, reduces the time-to-market for new technologies due to common
interfaces to the underlying hardware requiring a software patch instead of new
devices.

For new players on the field a new frontier for application development is emerging
in the network orchestration domain. Today the cellular network is in the hands
of large mobile operators. With low-cost MPC solutions possible with virtualization
technologies, especially for low traffic networks, academic research and emerging
markets can benefit from the flexibility and low CAPEX. Large operators can leverage
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NFV in their own data centers, to manage load levels of the MPC network and services
as a single entity. Sharing resources on a larger scale reduces overhead.

2.2.2 Linux network namespaces

Linux is an OS kernel used in GNU/Linux distributions. With Linux comes a great
array of open source networking tools such as network namespacing. A network
namespace is a virtual environment for the network resources class in the OS.

Namespaces take virtualization one step higher in the abstraction layers. A
network namespace creates a virtual environment only for networking resources of
an OS. Namespaces can be created for any set of resources in a computer system,
but network namespaces are of interest in the MPC. Accessing services running
inside a network namespace is done via the virtual network interfaces associated
with said namespace or through OS tools by changing the networking resource pool
from the default namespace. This lightweight network virtualization can be used to
run services with an abstracted network layer. The namespace can be used as an
NFV entity, with an isolated network inside a single host OS.

2.2.3 Software defined networking

SDN is a new paradigm in network design where the network control plane is decou-
pled from the forwarding plane[11].

SDN brings code and programmability to networking infrastructure. Instructions
and policies are described centrally on the control plane. The controller handles
packets the data forwarding plane does not understand. In case of a flow-miss,
when the ingress packet does not match any installed flows on the datapath, the
packet is analysed by the controller software. Decision is made based on controller
logic, and a flow entry is installed into the datapath. This creates a learning SDN
switch. The controller can also decide to forward the packet without installing flows.
In this case the packet is sent to the data forwarding equipment to be sent out the
egress interface. Orchestrated solutions to deploy different network setups can be
implemented based on this software control scheme. The network infrastructure can
be treated as a logical entity, abstracting the physical properties from the end user
and application developer, performing the tasks described in the controller code.

The paradigm shift instigated by the dawn of infrastructure as code, and networks
as configuration has transformed the business of starting any Internet facing service.
Purchasing bare metal servers is no longer required for majority of services. Services
are hosted in the cloud, while cloud operators can leverage large scale data centers
and sell computing and storage resources for users on demand. Cloud operators
achieve high utilization on hardware investment improving cost effectiveness and
provide value to the customer with less capital expenditures compared to a private
cloud, or bare metal devices. For cheap entry into a new emerging market can benefit
from low-risk test networks with hardware MPC installation.

The software defined network is controlled by a SDN controller entity. The
switches connect to the controller and receive instructions how to forward traffic
as depicted in Figure 6.
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The SDN switch itself is also separated into two functionalities: forwarding func-
tionality and control functionality. The latter is the software defined part, and fully
programmable. The control in the switch is only a flow table containing current
configuration and an interface for the controlling entity to connect to and modify
this flow table. The control of network infrastructure is migrated to a centrally
controlled location describing any network, without the need of accessing routers
manually to define forwarding policies.

The service provider can order the infrastructure needed with a configuration
file to automate the hardware deployment with software. The servers have become
part of the application itself. The first step in deploying a site is no longer server
purchases, but instantiating virtual cloud services. Outsourcing high-maintenance
functions as a service to a cloud provider, like database and web serving frontends
can provide cost savings all leveraging SDN to provide flexible scalability.

Use of SDN and modular design guidelines in a network paves a way for new
innovations through adaptability and scalability. When the core network is designed
with change in mind, progress is faster. After the radio link is terminated at the
base station, the MPC network begins. Flexible programmable controller software
adds flexibility with learning algorithms for the data forwarding devices.

Outside the data center and local network intelligence SDN can bring novel busi-
ness models to the carrier space. Transport SDN allows for a business model where
carriers can achieve higher utilization of laid capacity, and even higher prices for
gigabit of installed capacity. In carrier SDN, capacity is sold in terms of transport
volume and completion time[12].

2.2.4 OpenFlow and SDN switching

OpenFlow (OF) is a SDN control protocol developed by the Open Networking Foun-
dation (ONF) formed in March 2011 to function as a protocol to control OF SDN
switches in a network. The protocol specifies how OF compatible SDN switches are
configured by the controller. OF can be compared to the instructions set of a CPU
[11]. Common OF messages sent to the data forwarder would be flow adding, and
removing of stale entries from the forwarding entity flow tables. This modifies the
forwarding entity behavior under match conditions in the OF message, and describes
the actions on the packet executed by the forwarder. SDN switching creates a uni-
form flow abstraction over all protocols. An Ethernet switch switches on the MAC
addresses while an SDN switch can function on any header such as Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS), IP, Virtual Extensible Local Area Network (VXLAN), GRE
or Ethernet.

In 2008 OF was coined as "a way for researchers to run experimental protocols
in the networks they use every day". The original idea was to run experimental
protocols in a production network without service disruptions and with tight control
of flow destinations in place[13]. The switching could be ran in software which
enabled testing without any investment in testing hardware. Nowadays the OF
protocol is used in industrial Ethernet switches as well. In essence, OF opens SDN
solutions for the Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) community to improve and
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develop applications for.
The software switch Open vSwitch (OvS) is a virtual Ethernet switch device ran

in a computer system like a Linux computer. In a Linux based environment a Linux
bridge would be similar in functionality to the defaultOvS, but withoutOFsupport,
and thus lackingSDNcapabilities. As seen in Figure 6, theOFprotocol is used in
the communications link between theOFcontroller and the control interface in an
OvS.
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Figure 6: Main components of anOFswitch[14]

The Figure 6 shows the high level layout of aOFswitch.OFchannel on theSDN
switch communicate using theOFprotocol.OvSdatapath references local flow tables
to forward data from ingress ports to egress.SDNswitching is forwarding data units
according to flow rules supported by the switch. In contrast on traditional Ethernet
switches frames are forwarded based onMAC tables. TheSDNflow table is much
more flexible, able to perform header field modification and matching on a wide range
of header fields. In anOvSports can be physical network devices on a Linux host
computer, virtualOvSinterfaces similar to Linux Virtual Ethernet (veth) interfaces
but using a different driver, orOvS patch ports connecting twoOvS directly[15].
Patch ports bypass the user space and connect twoOvSesin kernel space only. As a
result no virtual network devices are created in the Linux host, and traffic through
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the patch port is not directly visible in user space.

Table 1: New OF protocol features introduced and support in the virtual switch
OvS[14][16].

Feature <1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5
IP6 headers x x x

PBB x x x
MPLS,GRE,VXLAN x x x

Optical Ports x x
Table eviction x x

Bundle Operation x x
PBB+ x x

TLV wire extensions x x
Non Ethernet x

RAW IP x
Packet header swapping x

TCP header match x
Explicit OXM experimenter definition x

Egress tables x

The Table 1 shows the OF protocol improvements. Red color shows the proto-
col features absent from the OvS virtual switch implementation as of OvS version
2.9.90[16]. The green color shows type, length, value (TLV) is mostly supported in
OvS for OF wire protocol. The OF specification for v1.6 is not released to the public
as of writing of this thesis. OF features are picked across minor version boundaries to
support desired functionality on OvS. Feature sets defined on minor version releases
are seldom completely supported. OF switches communicate by the OF protocol
with a controller. The OF protocol itself is under constant development and new fea-
tures are being added. Mininet is a network emulator for SDN networks[17]. Mininet
leverages OF and OvS to create virtual test environments.

Protocol version prior to v1.2 had static structures for matching fields requiring
restructuring for each new match field. In version 1.2 OF protocol implemented TLV
scheme into flow match structures for easier extensions. Adding new fields to the
match structure was now supported on the OF protocol level. New functionalities
using this TLV scheme are OpenFlow Extended Match (OXM) match fields[14]. The
OXM match class is a class value using the TLV scheme. In protocol version 1.4
the same TLV structure is incorporated into other communication between the data
forwarding entity and the controller, making the wire OF protocol as extensible
without hard structure rewrites.

The Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB) is described in IEEE 802.1ah standard[18].
Examples on non-Ethernet L2 protocols specified in OF 1.5 include Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP) and raw IP. The OXM experimenter field encoding is also specified
in the OF version 1.5 to be 64 bits across the board. Previous definitions for OF
experimenter ID were ambiguous.
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There are several controller software suites for the OF protocol. The original
controller NOX[19] programmed in C++ and Python has seen little development
since 2014. Beacon[20] is a Java-based controller that supports both event-based and
threaded operation. Maestro[21] is a networking orchestration suite with support for
OF controller programmed in Java. Floodlight[22] is yet another Java based, Apache-
licensed open source OF Controller. Ryu[23] is another free open source OF controller
programmed in Python. The only difference is how to control the controller itself.
All OF controllers implement the OF interface between the controller and the OvS.

2.2.5 Network Slicing

Network slice is an allocated set of network functions and resources. Each environ-
ment to be considered a network slice must form a complete logical network to meet
the requirements set[24].

Slices in the 5G architecture are the Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra
Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) and Massive Machine Type Com-
munications (mMTC)[25]. The eMBB slice targets high data rate mobile services
like Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality (AR/VR) applications. The URLLC slices
are defined for applications with strict latency and reliability requirements such as
automated traffic control and vehicular communications. The mMTC slice is for IoT
connectivity on a massive scale for data monitoring, infrastructure management,
healthcare and similar data collection applications[26]. The IoT slice focuses on re-
liable transmissions only when needed to conserve power on the sensor equipment,
and deep sleep states. Intelligent queuing systems with network slicing is making
the network as a whole behave with more intelligence.

An advantage of network slicing is the abstraction of physical hardware switches
from the application developer. Slice orchestration and features can be offered as
a service without associated hardware information. Slices are allocated with the
required latency, reliability and throughput combination. The eMBB slice targeting
consumers using mobile data like video streaming concentrates on throughput, the
URLLC slice for latency and reliability, and the mMTC slice on power efficiency for
low power IoT devices.

Outside of the MPC scope network slices can be used as a backward compatibility
abstraction to legacy networks. New underlying hardware and slicing software can
create a legacy slice for otherwise incompatible hardware devices. The virtualization
of the network elements also opens up the possibility of modifying the network
protocol stack itself. Legacy slices can still implement traditional interfaces with
isolated services. New resources can be added with short time-to-market. Developers
are no longer confined to legacy software, and can implement new compatibility
breaking innovations because the additional layer of service isolation coordinated by
SDN and NFV can keep legacy networks functioning seamlessly.

Combining virtualization and slicing leverages the resources of a single physical
system to run multiple isolated environments without prohibitive entry costs or
CAPEX. This allows for a more flexible network utilization unlike fixed function
hardware network elements. Cost of entry to market is much lower, development
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cycles are shorter with software based approaches. This feature set makes the slicing
and virtualization an attractive technology for smaller network nodes or operators
without massive traffic volumes, or for deployment in the network edges, close to
the end user.

Figure 7: Network Slice Instance life cycle[24]

A launched network slice forms a Network Slice Instance (NSI). An instance life
cycle is split in four parts, preparation, instantiation, run-time and decommissioning
as shown in Figure 7. Network slicing is the method used to perform network slice
instantiation.

NFV and SDN can be leveraged with slicing and orchestration to create isolated
network infrastructures for heterogenous service groups with different resource en-
velopes. Automation implementation expresses network infrastructure as code in
terms of templates and images to restore a system to a known state. Network
orchestration along with system instantiation and VNF instantiation[27] forms an
abstraction layer over existing physical infrastructure. The slice can be then config-
ured to run arbitrary set of services, pulling resources on-demand from the abstracted
pool withing pool limits.

Voice over LTE (VoLTE) is another case where a network slice can prove use-
ful. A voice only link with smaller packet size and low latency can improve voice
experience over a shared packet switched link. This removes the need for legacy
CS implementations running in parallel with the EPS[2][28]. LTE networks without
Voice over IP (VoIP) telephony need the third generation CS architecture to route
calls. UMTS RAN is serving as the voice carrier for packet only EPS. With network
slicing this redundancy can be removed with improved latency for voice packets in
isolated voice network slice.

2.3 Mobile cellular networks
Mobile Cellular Networks (MCNs) consist of cells in communication with each other
to form wireless coverage areas in a network. A network cell contains at least one
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radio transceiver to provide the wireless link. Mobile data and voice services can
then be carried on top of the cellular network. Cells are of varying sizes. Cell
size is chosen based on UE density, and performance requirements. Macro cells are
considered to be the largest cells in a network, while a femtocell is a very local
cell. Smaller cells may overlap with a larger one. A femtocell can offload users in a
busy hotspot from the macro level node. Each cell has a MPC performing the data
forwarding and user authentication functions.

2.3.1 The evolved packet core

Figure 8: The LTE Evolved Packet Core

The EPC was standardized as the LTE packet core in 3GPP Release 8[29]. This
packet core and the LTE RAN combine into the EPS. The EPS can then be applied
to form a MCN. The EPC uses packet-only switching for all traffic, unlike 3G. The
Figure 8 shows the control plane and data plane split in the packet core.

The mobile packet core is the abstraction for the whole core network of a mobile
backend services. It contains the subscriber information and forwards user data.
This control plane/data plane (CP/DP) split can be observed from the Figure 8.

The Home Subscriber Server (HSS) node contains a user information database.
It supports mobility management, session setup and responds to authentication and
access authorization lookups. The MME belongs to the control plane. It is the
interface to the eNB from the MPC and handles the signalling related to mobility
and security for Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN)
access. The Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) is the radio access
technology used in LTE networks. The MME is also responsible for the tracking
and the paging of UEs in idle-mode. The MPC control plane functions operated by
the MME are part of Non-Access Stratum (NAS). The NAS is the highest control
layer in a MPC, managing support for mobility and maintaining the IP connectivity
between the UE and the Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW)[30]. The Serving
Gateway (SGW) serves as a gateway to connect the EPC to UE. The PDN-GW connects
the EPC itself to external networks. These two gateways make the core of the data
plane in the EPC. QoS rules are implemented in the PDN-GW with external control
in the reference design.

For mission critical Internet applications such as automated traffic control, and
real time well-being monitoring a heightened level of engineering is warranted. Other-
wise prohibitive infrastructure costs are acceptable, and even required when dealing
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with human lives on a daily basis. Separated control and user plane on the network
level has benefits in flexibility and network specialization. Heavy customization is
cost effective to implement for highly specialized networks with virtualized network
elements.

However, this split is made more granular by inspecting the separated nodes in
the EPC architecture, identifying key functions and implementing these as needed.
This thesis is about the data plane modularization.

Data plane

The data plane or sometimes referred to as the user plane is responsible for data
forwarding. Network switches are forwarding devices, and the SDN switch is a spe-
cialized network switch. In the EPC the S1-U protocol is for user plane tunneling
between the E-UTRAN and the SGW. The user data plane is encapsulated with a IP
over IP tunneling protocol GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) also used in previous
generations of mobile telecommunications before the EPS. The GTP header has a
TEID which identifies GTP encapsulated packets originating from a specific UE. The
S1-U tunnel provides mobility between eNBs and the SGW. A single SGW can serve
multiple eNBs, so only the S1-U tunnel is sufficient to provide mobility when the SGW
does not change. Multiple SGWs can be served by a single Packet Gateway (PGW).

Figure 9: The data plane in a non roaming setup in reference EPC [31].

Figure 9 shows the reference EPC design for a non-roaming scenario defined by
the 3GPP and ETSI[31]. The SGW and PGW are separated, an additional S5 GTP
tunnel is used to provide SGW mobility. The S5 protocol is used for the GTP-U tunnel
between the SGW and PGW.

Figure 10 shows the reference roaming setup in the EPC shown in the 3GPP
specification 23.401[31].

Figure 11 shows the reference roaming setup in case of visitor PDN access. Dif-
ferences in the core design dictate the forwarding requirements on the data plane
nodes.

The whole GTP tunneling hides the MPC IP network from the UE, whether it
is separated SGW and PGW, or combined Serving Packet Gateway (SPGW). In the
combined case SGW mobility is not possible. UE mobility can occur changing the
GTP TEID in the GTP tunnel header, and establishing a new tunnel between the new
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Figure 10: The data plane in a roaming setup in reference EPC [31].

Figure 11: The data plane in a roaming setup with Visitor PDN access [31].

node the mobile UE can reach without touching the inner payload IP data originating
from the UE encapsulated withing the GTP header[31].

The previously omitted Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) node pre-
sented in the Figures 9-11 contains and manages the QoS rules enforced by the
PDN-GW. While not strictly user plane element, the enforcement of said rules and
policies still occurs on the user plane node PDN-GW. From this point of view, the
PCRF is included in the data plane graphs.
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2.3.2 Packet core designs

Mobile data consumption is projected to increase 7-fold from the 2016 level in 5
years[32]. The core network needs to be ready to accommodate this surge in data
volume. Re-engineering of the MPC is an ongoing process for mobile operators with
several proposed designs. New 5G radios are coming, to meet this demand, and
the core network needs to keep up. With virtualization and NFV, the networking
hardware can be abstracted under the virtualization layer. Scaling and orchestration
can then be implemented on top of the chosen virtualization implementation. In
the industry both emerging network technologies NFV and SDN are used in new MPC
designs. While applicable for the EPC, this MPC re-design paves the way for 5G, the
new RAN, and the Next Generation Core (NGC)[29].

Figure 12: NFV EPC architecture

The NFV design in Figure 12 implements all nodes in the EPC inside VMs as VNFs.
All the EPC related protocols are in tact, and the node structure is the same. The
benefits brought by virtualization are present in this case, and the NFV approach is
easy to implement as it requires little to no modifications to existing EPC setup.

In the Figure 13 and Figure 14 both technologies SDN and NFV are combined.
First the gateway nodes SGW and PGW are split into control and user planes Control
Plane Gateway (GW-C) and User Plane Gateway (GW-U) respectively. An SDN con-
troller is responsible for controlling the data forwarding rules inside the GW-U[29].
SDN is used to translate the EPC control messages into OF control messages under-
stood by the OF enabled forwarding plane in the SDN switch. This adds an additional
abstraction layer between the EPC control plane and the forwarding plane. SDN re-
sources can be added seamlessly to the gateways of the EPC, such as granular load
balancing. The S1-U GTP tunneling protocol can also be removed at an early stage
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Figure 13: SDN/NFV EPC architecture with non-virtualized data plane

Figure 14: SDN/NFV EPC architecture with virtualized data plane

for simpler L2 routing.
The SDN EPC architecture requires more design changes, as shown in Figure 15.

The eNB needs to be SDN aware as do all nodes in this core model. All control
functionality is implemented as SDN instructions. The network adapts to the user
seamlessly, who in this case is a mobile customer connecting through the SDN eNB
to the SDN EPC. Instead of the user using the network with certain protocols such
as the standard EPC control protocols like S1-C S1-U S11 S5, the Data Forwarding
Entities (DFEs), forward the packets to their destinations based on OF flow entries
in the forwarding switches. GTP can be discarded, and a suitable tunneling solution
applied if needed bringing flexibility benefits. The control entities Connectivity
Management (CM), Mobility Management (MM), Authentication Management (AM),
shown in Figure 15, perform the tasks of the MME and HSS combination in the
traditional EPC design. This revolutionary design empowers network slicing due to
the flat programmable architecture for the upcoming 5G RAN[29].
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Figure 15: SDN EPC architecture

2.3.3 The next generation core

Figure 16: The Next Generation Core design

The NGC is the new MPC for 5G networks. Use of SDN in the NGC is implied[33].
In the Table 2 acronyms for important network functions are presented. The Table
2 can be used as reference for Figure 16. The major control plane node the MME
is called the Core Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF) in the new
design. The control plane nodes are also deployed in a more modular fashion with
specialized functionalities.
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Table 2: 3GPP working terms for 5G NGC network functions[33].

AF Application Function
AMF Core Access and Mobility Management Function
AUSF Authentication Server Function
CU Centralised Unit
DU Distributed Unit
PCF Policy Control Function
SMF Session Management Function
UDM Unified Data Management
UPF User Plane Function

2.3.4 Mobile edge computing

Mobile Edge Communications (MEC) is a technology in development in ETSI under
the MEC ISG. The technology is to provide compute resources at the network edge
close to mobile subscribers. In edge computing the compute resource is external to
the user device, but unlike in a cloud based strategy where the service is centralized
to a data center, the processing occurs in a much smaller context. The edge node is
as close to the user as possible. With highly specialized User Plane Function (UPF)
VNF nodes, the GTP tunnel processing can be further isolated from packet forwarding
functions in the MPC.

Like NFV, MEC runs on a virtualization platform, but instead of providing net-
work functions, the user services are provided by MEC. Use case for NFV and SDN
packet core deployment include running a MEC node with the same physical compute
resources as the MPC. In this scenario the MPC is an edge service [34].

Figure 17: SDN switch directly after a radio link in a sliced network.

As shown in the Figure 17 additional Edge services are reachable directly after the
radio link in a seamless manner with SDN switching. Another use case for network
slicing is Edge Computing. This provides new monetization schemes for Internet
operators when deployment of services for user groups is easily managed. From the
end user’s perspective an important factor in a product is the overall usability. High
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satisfaction with responsive functionality is desired in products, and infrastructure
must be in place in order to provide consistent performance.

Quality of Experience is the perceived subjective feeling of an end-user[35], and
thus hard to quantify. Efforts have been made to combine numeric quantifiable
statistics with user perceived subjective quality of experience. Like the usage of an
application with all underlying infrastructure, lossy video compression algorithms
compress video data by discarding unnecessary data invisible to the human brain.
A Neural Network (NN) can be taught to formulate similar decisions to subjective
questions compared to humans[36][37]. The quality of experience in a mobile network
is similarly based on measurable criteria, which are monitored here.

The objective is to research on the monitoring and orchestrator components re-
quired for the effective usage of mobile network resources using NFV services that
could be used in LTE and 5G networks[38].

Routing flows based on the GTP TEID opens the possibility to bring the packet
core closer to the customer, and shortening tunneled connections. Shorter tunnels
open the traffic for further matching closer to the customer, and applications like
data caching, and cloud services can be implemented more efficiently. The OF switch
can maintain a TEID Parameters Table (TPT) and be virtualized in a NFV environ-
ment. This is an opposite approach to a centralized GTP tunnel management on
high performance hardware[28]. While a dedicated hardware device can be fast and
energy efficient, a virtual solution near the customer can provide the same func-
tionality with lower CAPEX. Middle ground solutions for mobile user management
frameworks employing both NFV and specialized high-performance hardware are
presented in [39].

2.4 Cloud computing in mobile networks
Moving the EPC to the cloud, hardware resources of a packet core can be hidden
under the cloud orchestrator abstraction layer[28]. Small players can innovate and
implement similar functionality and deploy test networks on rented hardware with
little to no CAPEX. Large players can deploy on-premises cloud infrastructure, and
extract the performance and flexibility benefits from service and NFV level orchestra-
tion. Agile development and short cycles in deployment are possible in the integrated
environment of NFV SDN and the cloud resources. Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and ETSI are working to create com-
mon standards for application and service cloud deployment. OASIS Topology and
Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) is a structure for cloud
deploying an arbitrary service in a controlled way[27].

For startup business cloud computing enables deployment tasks online without
physically installing anything. Before server room planning and deployment required
longer time scales than provisioning of Cloud resources. Cloud Computing means a
pool of resources, reachable from outside of the physical location of said resources.
Much of the provisioning part is automated by the provider for customer self service
and all this is available remotely. Resources are pooled, so the efficiency of a larger
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unit is not lessened by idle instances, and free resources can be used by other pro-
cesses according tho the service agreement. If the need arises a customer can also
provision additional resources or release them as needed with rapid elasticity. Often
agreements include either a guaranteed capacity, or the plan is to pay as you go, and
are billed by metered usage in bandwidth or CPU time. Purchasing capacity in bulk
is often much cheaper per unit than paying only for used resources, but in turn less
flexible.

Network resources are ideally made available when the application requests them,
and are delivered to the end user in a seamless manner[40]. In a laptop computer the
CPU clock speed is scaled down when the machine is idle to conserve power. This
vertical scaling is limited to the maximum clock speed achievable by the microchip
itself. Scaling up and down vertically within a single processing unit is simple and
saves power in a laptop when resources are idle. To achieve orders of magnitude
scaling with COTS hardware, horizontal scaling is needed. Horizontal scaling means
adding processing nodes in parallel and balancing the load across them. Dynamically
adding physical CPU dies to a motherboard is infeasible, so the cloud orchestrator
provided abstraction for the underlying hardware becomes useful. Scaling virtual
switches and allocating more resources on demand is possible horizontally by adding
processing nodes in parallel while each of these nodes can still scale vertically by clock
speed[28].

Scaling the network infrastructure down is especially useful when peak traffic
levels are extremely high compared to normal operation levels. In low traffic envi-
ronments and test systems where multi gigabit network throughput is not the driving
factor, but functionality and modifiability, can leverage benefits from COTS systems.
The use of general hardware makes it possible to share the physical devices with
different workloads during quiet periods. The same physical devices can forward
user plane traffic one moment, and serve web traffic the next on demand, if user
plane forwarding is scaled down. This down scaling flexibility is unattainable with
specialized hardware, where physical devices perform one function. Hosting the EPC
in the data centers on operator premises or in a remote data center leverage this
flexibility as backup capacity or as a redundant route to the Internet.

Main design problem with this is the geographically bound nature of transport
in contrast to compute power which can be accessed from anywhere. If data needs
to travel from site A to site B, there needs to exist idle capacity between these 2
points in some form to have resources to allocate.

Unlike databases and storage, transport capacity needs to be installed in the
physical location it is needed at. Storage is easily reached from anywhere when the
transport layer is functioning. Compute resources are similar to storage, but latency
requirements limit the maximum distance for a serving data center.

With bandwidth the requirement is between two specific points. Spare band-
width in Australia has little value to a customer waiting to move backup data in
Helsinki. SDN can be used to maximize the usage of existing resources, but geo-
graphical challenges still remain when capacity is allocated. Carriers can use SDN
to optimize existing capacity and open up new business models by selling time and
capacity [41]. Savings can be realized when installed capacity can be utilized more
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evenly.
URLLC requirements specify 1ms Round Trip Time (RTT) for user planes, but

20ms is deemed sufficient for the control plane published on an IEEE journal in 2017
[25]. Implementing slicing along with NFV and SDN provides tools to deploy a cloud
based packet core with transport network slices for different latency, reliability and
throughput profiles. In the example case of 1ms user plane and 20ms control plane
instance the light of a data packet in optical fiber has 20 times more time to travel for
the control data. Light travels in optic fiber approximately 2 ∗ 108 m/s. This yields
the distance of 100km for user plane and 2000km for control, without accounting for
node delays in processing and forwarding. Control data volume is also smaller, and
bursty so in theory a remote control data center can serve a large area, much more
so than for the user plane. User plane nodes need to be located closer to the UE.

EmPOWER is a test bed for SDN with the EPC in a NFV cloud environment.
Created in University of Trento it opens new possibilities for testing cloud platforms
as the hosting medium for mobile nodes. The implemented EmPOWER test bed
consists of a fleet of separate low power x86 hardware devices similar in power to
common wireless routers. Separate hardware deployments are also used in OF aware
Ethernet switches. EmPOWER does not allow the user to customize the OS on each
node, so certain design specifications must be met to use the product[42].

In the case of EmPOWER the general purpose Ubuntu Linux virtual machines
used in this thesis project are inadequate. Hosting of EmPOWER nodes is not
feasible with off the shelf hardware. More rigid system requirements are required for
specialized hardware. Much of the flexibility and cost benefits of general purpose
off the shelf hardware is lost. New features are hard to implement without costly
redesign of EmPOWER internals.

Cloud deployment and modular services also facilitate statistics collection. Database
access through an API, for read and write access work on the calculations and mod-
elling from data in the database. Deep data modelling is outside of the scope of this
thesis. Combining cloud deployment with NFV and SDN, COTS hardware, network
slicing, the Linux operating system, and Quality of Service implementation makes
the adaptable software MPC possible.

Cloud orchestration is another abstraction layer for network administration. Ex-
pressing the underlying infrastructure as code as NFV, and with SDN switching the
whole hardware stack is abstracted. Configuration is abstracted and automated
to hide repeated tasks involved in service deployment. The Figure 18 shows or-
chestration layers in a cloud based virtual mobile network. Physical resources are
abstracted under a virtualization layer, and more specific resource sets under their
own orchestration systems. In previous Section 2.2.1 the Figure 5 shows the ETSI
reference design for NFV based network. NFV in a cloud environment works as a
control plane or forwarding plane entity.

Orchestration and automation are the key for managing complex systems hierar-
chies with limited human resources. Traditional manufacturing industries can be au-
tomated with physical machines and robots. Systems administration is very similar
in the sense it requires manual labor to manage multiple evolving systems with in-
creasing complexity and interconnections. Abstracting repetitive maintenance away
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Figure 18: On-demand mobile network orchestration levels and frameworks

into an automation framework is the goal of orchestration systems. Using a defined
platform provides continuity and facilitates co-operation between system adminis-
trators. Any network administrator can ask the network to perform a task, and the
network then schedules said task within the specified Service Level Agreement (SLA),
and available capacity as efficiently as possible. Network infrastructure achieves
high sustained load levels, reducing over provisioning. Humans can use their brain
to think of problems to solve, without the need for network configuration knowledge.
The network configures itself to solve the problem at hand.

Kubernetes is a container based orchestration system originally developed by
Google. The system incorporates the Helm system using Yet Another Markup
Language (YAML) as the language for infrastructure definitions[43]. OpenStack is
an open container orchestration platform currently developed by The OpenStack
Foundation. OpenStack provides an open platform with a modular approach to
services needed to deploy a cloud platform. Mostly programmed in Python, the
OpenStack project has improved Python support with the OvS library consisting of
Python bindings for Open vSwitch Database (OvSDB) protocol[44]. OpenStack is
an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform with a plethora of modules. Running
OpenStack allows swift provisioning of lightweight containers to run applications or
application-containers or even nested machines depending on the use case. LXD is a
management framework for LXC with a Representational State Transfer (REST) API
which integrates LXC functionality with the orchestrator on the next layer such as
OpenStack[45][9].

SDN is supported in the orchestrator frameworks. Often this network abstrac-
tion layer is implemented as an overlay network such as flannel[46] in Kubernetes.
OpenStack overlay network and Kuryr[47] integrate the existing OpenStack overlay
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network to mixed container environments in the OpenStack ecosystem.
When deployed in the cloud, services offered by a business vary based on the

level of orchestration offered by the platform presented to customers. Starting from
the lowest level of orchestration, the customer has most control, and ending with
high level abstractions of service deployment. At the high level a Software as a
Service (SaaS) platform abstracts the underlying infrastructure and support services.
The customer can purchase the entire use-case or slightly more general service which
might require application configuration.

Platform as a Service (PaaS) platform allows deployment of custom applications
created by the customer with managed infrastructure, but no support services for
said software. The customer is however constrained by the platform provided by the
service. Certain providers might only support certain libraries and a programming
language they want to promote.

In IaaS model the service only allows the customer to provision basic comput-
ing resources. The customer allocates networking, storage, memory and processing
power according to their specific needs. Often there is a choice of supported operat-
ing systems, but the list can be extensive, and possibly negotiable. This gives more
power to the customer the sense he can customize the environment to exactly pro-
vide what is needed and nothing else. Lean environments have less points of failure
and less overhead. The burden of maintaining said custom environment is not part
of this service model unlike with SaaS and to some extent PaaS. The investment to
purchase physical servers is however completely made unnecessary.

Orchestration requires checkpoints, and known good setups for software. Com-
peting standards and systems are in place to accomplish similar things. Canonical
Ltd., known mainly from the Ubuntu Linux distribution is developing technologies
like Snappy[48], juju[49], LXC/LXD[50][9], MaaS[51], Landscape[52]. Canonical is
also contributing to OpenStack[45] being one of the first companies providing Linux
support to adopt the IaaS platform.

Further distillation of the PaaS concept is the specific software or even a service in
itself as a service. In this model the mobile communications provider would not be
responsible for providing the backhaul and packet core services, but instead would
buy this as a service from another contractor[39].
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3 System design
Combining the two key technologies NFV and SDN, a UPF-GW is implemented on
COTS hardware. This Chapter presents a PoC end to end system for a SDN orches-
trated VNF UPF-GW. The UPF-GW performs GTP tunneling orchestration for GTP
tunnel termination and traffic forwarding. Ryu SDN controller is used for in-gateway
SDN management.

A PC Engines APU computer is used as the default testing platform for the
Python DFE. The APU has a quad core processor and 4 gigabytes of RAM. The
platform power draw is specified at 10W[53]. The UPF-GW was also deployed on
a on-premises OpenStack environment. All network devices are run virtualized as
VNFs.

Figure 19: The UPF-GW position in a test EPC.

As shown in Figure 19, the PGW and SGW are combined into one UPF-GW entity.
The S11 control protocol used for communication between the MME and the SGW in
EPC reference design, is separated from the DP completely. DP can function without
any support for MPC specific protocols. Working with GTP and a Linux computer
gives freedom to rearrange and re-engineer the network layout. Nodes such as the
PCRF are dropped from the proposed MPC. QoS is done with SDN and Linux Traffic
Control (TC) inside the MPC network. All traffic inside the QoS scope is internal to
the MPC. A controlled environment is created where all interfaces respect 802.1Q
PCP tag, or the IP Differentiated Services (DiffServ) field.

This work creates the EPC or NGC UPFs deployed as VNF nodes on general purpose
hardware. As shown in Figure 16, the user plane is the GTP-U endpoint and the
OvS responsible for connecting the endpoint to the outside Internet. The main work
is the Python orchestration of Linux kernel implementation of GTP user plane data.
User space tools for the Linux GTP kernel module are used to communicate with
the kernel through netlink[54]. The tools are available from the Osmocom project
git server[55].
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The GTP tunneling is removed at the VNF GTP endpoint, and packets are for-
warded to the switched L2 Ethernet network. Additional VLAN 802.1Q tagging is
supported by the software.

3.1 GTP multiplexing
GTP-U encapsulated packets coming through the GTP tunnel from the eNB need to
be demultiplexed. All TEIDs use the same GTP tunnel connection, with a TEID
per International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). The Linux kernel has GTP-U
tunnel support. The kernel module creates a virtual network interface device with
an associated TEID. This virtual network device can function as a GTP tunnel
endpoint. The endpoint device uses the IANA registered GTP-U port 2152 for GTP-U
encapsulated traffic. A GTP-U packet has a source and destination UDP port of
2152[56]. A network namespace is then created to isolate each tunnel endpoint
from each other, and create network slices. Linux network namespaces are used
in the PoC MPC to create a virtual environment for a GTP tunnel endpoint. OvS
has experimental support for GTP header processing, but current versions in the
repositories do not include these features.

Figure 20: UE attach to the module, and GTP-U tunnel creation process in the
module.

Figure 20 shows the process of creating a GTP tunnel. The procedure starts
with an attach request by the eNB to the MME like in the normal EPC. The MME
communicates with the S11 UPF module, which creates a JSON message from the
S11 protocol fields.

This JSON message shown in Table 3 is passed to UPF-GW UDP server listen
port, set to UDP port 10000 by default. The UPF-GW then establishes a GTP-U
tunnel between the eNB and the Linux network namespace. The namespace is asso-
ciated with UE information, including IP address and TEIDs for uplink and downlink
communication with the eNB.

OvSDB does not support network namespaces, so all interface names must remain
unique across individual Open vSwitches across all network namespaces. All OvS
instances and virtual interfaces exist in the same OvSDB shared by the ovs-vswitchd
daemon process for a host, and name conflicts in the database are not supported. The
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Table 3: Data structure sent as UPF service to the SDN module.

key value

"seq" 400
"ue_ipv4addr" "10.10.255.254"
"ue_ipv6addr" "null"

"gtp_enb_ipv4addr" "172.16.0.2"
"gtp_teid_ul" 44444
"gtp_teid_dl" 200

"notes" "Add_UE"

network namespace has a random name along with virtual OvS ports for connecting
the network namespace to the host. An 11 character string is generated with the
Python pseudo-random number generator with numbers and capital characters from
A-Z, as the unique identifier for each namespace. The UE IP address is used as the
seed for the pseudo-random number generator to produce deterministic results for
each IP address. The 11 characters is imposed as a limit to accommodate a prefix of 2
characters, and still stay under 14 characters for each interface and namespace name.
The 13 character limit works around a bug[57] in the dhclient software possibly
present in future systems, and the testing environment Ubuntu 16.04. The absolute
maximum interface name length IFNAMSIZ is defined as 16 bytes, or 15 user bytes
with a trailing null byte in the Linux if.h header[58]. Further, the Latin alphabet
provides 36 distinct characters, and with the string length of 11 we get approximately
57 bits of entropy for the OvS interface name string H as can be observed from the
equation 1. IPv4 address space is only 232 in size, containing approximately 4.3∗109

unique IP addresses in total. While the 11 character string with a dictionary size
of 36 yields approximately 1.3 ∗ 1017 unique strings for namespace generation. For
the PoC system this is deemed to be sufficient for collision avoidance in the virtual
resource naming system.

H = L × logN

log2
, (1)

In equation 1 N is the distinct character count and L the string length. Also
only the IP address of the connecting user equipment is used in the string generation.
Additional tunnels and sessions can be established when needed. The IP address is
only used to identify a namespace and link it to a specific UE currently connected
to the managing MME of AMF.

The interface name length can be further simplified if the whole allocated IP
address space is scanned for collisions or limited in size. This is feasible due to the
relatively small amount of addresses in the IPv4 address space. An IPv6 subnet
with similar size needs to be allocated for the UEs connecting to a specific MME or
AMF to preserve this, if IPv6 connectivity in the eNB network is desired.

Additional namespaces are created for each request as shown in Figure 21 for
two attached IMSI numbers. Each namespace has an associated TEID, and forwards
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Figure 21: Linux Network Namespaces created for two TEID pairs connected to the
MME.

plain IP traffic outside from the network namespace. In the PoC setup, another OvS
forwards the IP traffic to the host namespace. This allows hosting local services at
the local edge network. The DP is RAN agnostic and functions in isolation from MPC
CP. UPF-GW control is done with SDN. IP traffic from namespaces associated with
each UE are consolidated on another OvS. This PDN OvS is connected to the host
namespace and possibly to a local edge service network.

Other networks can also be attached to this OvS, or the host namespace can route
traffic using its own Internet facing interface using NAT.

3.2 Network slicing
Without hardware devices OvS is used to simulate an SDN network inside a Linux
host machine. The PoC system uses the software OvS OF switch to perform SDN
forwarding, and the Ryu[23] OF controller for SDN CP. OvS kernel mode datapath
under Linux is faster than traditional Linux bridges and was chosen for the local
edge network interface as well[59][60].

Ryu is creating the OpenFlow messages sent to OvS. SDN uses in the switch are
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) proxying for the namespace virtual interfaces,
and UDP stream duplication across all namespaces. Aside from GTP and ARP the
OvS functions like a normal L2 switch with MAC learning.

The Figure 22 shows two network slices, demultiplexed and sliced in a Linux host.
Two Open vSwitches are created, one for the eNB network connection, and one for
the external packet data network. The colors red and blue depict the two UE slices
using separate links to an external IP network. Both OvSes are connected to their
respective Ryu controllers not shown in the Figure. These controllers can be local
or remote, communicating with OF over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

3.3 UPF-GW features and requirements
The UPF-GW performs GTP multiplexing, and functions as the combined SPGW entity
in the proposed MPC design. The MPC design is tested as a all-in-one installation,
and in a separate node environment, where the CP is running on a remote host. The
UPF-GW can run in isolation with the UDP JSON interface open towards the S11 UPF,
S1-U interface, and an Internet connection interface.
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Figure 22: Layout inside the UPF-GW for GTP with SDN.

Figure 23: Additional VLAN access VNF.

The Figure 23 shows additional VNF for the UPF-GW functioning as a software
managed switch. The VNF performs 802.1Q passthrough or trunking from the eNB.
In this setup the connected eNB is using Transport Sharing (TS), where TS means
trunking 802.1Q tagged frames from the eNB. The UPF-GW needs to be configured
for VLAN trunking to receive 802.1Q tagged Ethernet frames in this mode.

In addition to TS, VLANs are used inside the MPC network to differentiate UE
for network slice assignment, and OvS forwarding tables. The system can be used
to assign a service level for UE by the JSON message with GTP TEIDs. Implemented
slice identifier is the 802.1Q tag in Ethernet frames. Local breakout is implemented
with Linux Networking based on 802.1Q tagged Ethernet frames, where the local
breakout slice is given a dedicated network link to the Internet. UE IP ranges for
slices can configured in the module.

The UPF-GW includes a testing environment for backhaul VLAN trunk shown
in Figure 24. On Linux, netem[61] can be used to emulate network conditions in
the backhaul. In this case traffic is tagged with 802.1Q tags like in the IMSI slicing
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Figure 24: Egress interfaces connect to a Open vSwitch, ports push VLAN tagging
to Ethernet frames in the current implementation

scenario. This setup was used to test the slicing functionality in the UPF-GW.
For data collection purposes the test network setup still requires the use of Linux

bridges. Patch port instances give no additional network interfaces for the Linux
environment. The network device interface is required for monitoring network traffic
for traffic abnormalities, collect statistics, and inject data to simulate given condi-
tions with tools such as tcpdump[62] and tcpreplay[63].

3.4 Monitoring system
Collecting metrics from a running system provides insight and creates a resource
profile for the running applications under a given workload. This can be used to
model the user behaviour and other data analytics. The monitoring structure can
also scale the system running under orchestration. Commercial services such as
Amazon Web Services offer pay as you go services where only the resources consumed
are billed. NFV components can be orchestrated in a similar fashion creating a
fully automated MPC network in the cloud. The research will require focusing on
monitoring tools e.g. Zabbix and the integration with all the other services at the
NFV orchestrator, to permit the best possible usage of NFV components. Zabbix is a
monitoring suite providing a complete solution to gather, store, and present metrics.

Other monitoring suites can be equally viable with minor differences. Data cen-
ter deployment has a larger scale than a test bed setup in a laboratory. Simplest
solutions offer less automation but more freedom and less overhead as well. System
monitoring is deployed to find possible bottlenecks in the implemented VNFs running
on a host computer.

Telegraf[64] is used to collect system metrics, but there are many different ways
to accomplish metrics collection, such as with common Linux and Uniplexed Informa-
tion and Computing System (UNIX) applications like sysstat and collectd. Telegraf
is chosen in this instance because of integration with InfluxDB, and it is efficient for
time series data.

The reference client for InfluxDB access used Python with synchronous HTTP
requests. As a part of this thesis an InfluxDB client was implemented with asyn-
chronous network Input/Output (I/O) for database access. A Python script for
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recording RTT latency between two hosts is created to test the database, and client
implementations, and demonstrate Linux host monitoring.

The monitoring server is located in a separate network, and can be reached
from the gateway server through ssh as can be seen in Figure 25. This server hosts
the database and all APIs and web interfaces. All the nodes are running as Linux
Containers on this same physical or virtual host but in their own private subnet. A
monitoring application Telegraf[64] programmed in Go calls common Linux binaries
such as ping and sysstat[65], and parses the output. This data is then sent to the
InfluxDB Time Series database hosted on the same VM.

Telegraf is plugin driven, meant for efficient use of available resources. Users
specify enabled plugins, and only those are ran, and collected data is stored to the
database. This adds some latency to real time resource scaling, but faster response
times require more infrastructure and a different design not feasible with this hybrid
solution. Time series databases allow efficient fetching of historical data. Creation
of a traffic model is possible after enough data is collected from the system under test
or even during production phase. Production data can be used to create a profile,
and by applying a deployment model resource savings can be realized when scaling
high[66].

Figure 25: Monitoring system diagram for a UPF cluster.

Separate applications can request data from the database at any time using
asynchronous requests. TCP and UDP traffic can be differentiated by port number to
give a rough estimate of the traffic type and the service in use. TCP and UDP statistics
can be collected to the database with other statistics. Time Series databases are
not limited by a strict schema like conventional Structured Query Language (SQL)
databases and are well suited for this purpose. Metrics collection can be implemented
for arbitrary statistics to monitor the health of a running system. The monitoring
is done on OS level and is universal to all Linux systems. Metrics can be used to
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predict resource bottlenecks in advance.

3.5 Data collection system
Early in the design process Zabbix was picked as a ready made suite for system and
network monitoring. It has built-in much of the needed monitoring infrastructure.
It supports active and passive measurements, has a built-in database and provides
a multitude of alerting facilities. With all the data collection ready, the objective
was to move swiftly to data processing phase[67].

The Zabbix API was explored and installed to monitor hosts in a virtual test
network set up for this task. The API and calls to the SQL database seemed to
be very cumbersome. The SQL database has indexes for time-series, and requests
would have to be made separately for each metric. Indexing introduces unnecessary
overhead when more metrics are added.

The Zabbix API provides only a way to query one metric at a time. Repeated
HTTP requests of multiple metrics pose a problem with load, and SQL database fea-
tures are unnecessary for plain timestamped data. InfluxDB is used as the database
because of this limitation. Zabbix was abandoned as it is more of a standalone moni-
toring suite used visually inspect data and alert humans with a multitude of built-in
messaging channels. In this sense Zabbix was not built for plain data gathering.

For real time data storage NoSQL or Time Series Database (TSDB) solutions are
more suitable than relational databases such as MariaDB or MySQL. Requesting
data based on time or time ranges is common in systems monitoring and modelling,
and very efficient if stored in a TSDB. InfluxDB is a TSDB, so everything is indexed
by the time stamp by default.

InfluxData, the creator and maintainer of InfluxDB provides a Python module for
accessing the database. This is a simple client using the Python requests[68] HTTP
library. The new database interface for data retrieval is based on this reference client
available on github[69]. The InfluxDBClient class implemented in the source code
is extended for asynchronous HTTP requests with the asyncio[70] module made part
of the Python standard library in Python version 3.5. This enables fast and scalable
queries to the database in a high load environment unlike the default synchronous
database client. The diff for the extended InfluxDBClient class is shown in the
appendix D.

Memory and CPU usage can be then monitored and stored to the database
with only a small overhead to spot performance bottlenecks. The Python program
provides an extensible interface for data processing and the database connections.
Provided modules are designed to be easily extended. After data collection, data
analysis can be performed. Implementing a database solution for a test scenario
could be one avenue to expand the scope of the thesis, and deepen the data structure
optimization. This is reserved for further research at this point.

Telegraf[64] is the metric collection agent written in Go originally for InfluxDB.
It has plugins for a multitude of metrics. Because it is the default collection daemon
for InfluxDB, it was chosen to be included in the thesis system design because of
the TSDB nature of InfluxDB, and the Grafana[71] integration. Telegraf runs as a
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systemd[72] service out of the box if installed from the InfluxData repository.
The provided plugin for pings did not support minimum and maximum RTT col-

lection, so source modifications were necessary to improve the plugin. The modifica-
tions can be found as a diff to the original repository of the ping-plugin in Appendix
C. The ping plugin runs the Linux ping binary, and parses the text output. The
default code stores only the average RTT to the database. Modifications were done
to the Go-language parser to add minimum and maximum latency to the statistic
database.
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4 System Evaluation and Performance results
The UPF-GW system was deployed and ran in the laboratory on a PC Engines APU
computer. Latency metric was collected using a local breakout link. The IMSI based
slicing is demonstrated with a local breakout latency comparison. 40GbE test system
is a HP server with quad core Intel R©CoreTMi7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz 32GB of RAM.

4.1 Test bed setup
The UPF-GW was tested with local breakout on the APU computer. The kernel GTP
module performance was tested through a 40GbE NIC. The monitoring system and
the database REST interface was tested separately with stored ping data, and data
retrieval.

4.1.1 Local breakout

Figure 26 shows the testing scenario for local breakout. 802.1Q tag based forwarding
in the UPF-GW is tested. The congestion on the link between the eNodeB and the
primary EPC is created with Linux Traffic Control using the Token Bucket traffic
queuing discipline which drops packets instead of sending them on the wire if the rate
is exceeding a preconfigured limit. This provides us low latency data rate limiting.

Figure 26: Test setup for local breakout.

The commands for reproducing the traffic control environment is attached as the
Appendix H

The sliced network used in the tests is a LTE pico cell created in the lab.

4.1.2 GTP over 40GbE

This test measures the GTP kernel module impact on a 40GbE link performance.
Two Linux computers are connected with two Intel 40GbE NICs, the GTP module is
loaded, and data is tunneled through the kernel module and the 40GbE link. The
FLExible Network Tester (FLENT)[73] tool was used to run repeatable tests on the
link under load. The test setup is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: 40GbE test setup.

There are three main parameters associated with the 40GbE NIC driver operation.
The ring buffer is the buffer in the driver immediately before sending a packet out
of an interface, and where the packets are written to by the driver upon receipt on
the interface. The interrupt coalescence parameters are adjusted to tune the rate of
interrupts sent to the CPU when new packets need to be processed by the NIC. The
value represents the minimum microseconds between interrupt signals. A setting of
zero means interrupts are sent as fast as possible. The used value in the tests is
68μs which translates to 14705 interrupts per second.

The optical NIC ring buffer is set to 128 packets to minimize head dropping of
packets, where head dropping means packets are dropped from the head of the queue
rather than from the end. Here the ring buffer sits before the OS controlled queue,
and if drops occur here, the retransmission needs to traverse the OS queue again.
The NIC interrupt interval is set top 68ms according to[74]. Packet aggregation
performed by the Optical NIC makes Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) on any
links irrelevant as the NIC will combine packets to aggregates up to 9k in size before
transmission. This needs to be considered when benchmarking over such an optical
link in the future. 648 tests were run over the optical link using various settings.
The test script can be seen as the Appendix A.

4.1.3 Monitoring and database

The system monitor was tested using a Python script to allocate system memory
until a given threshold was reached. The threshold is set at 400MiB. The script
then polls RAM levels, and tries to maintain a stable 400MiB of free RAM. This data
is saved to the database. The allocator is run on a Linux system with the UPF-GW.
The test tries to find out how well an arbitrary RAM level can be enforced in a lightly
loaded UPF-GW system.
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4.2 Results
This section presents the graphs and tables of collected data from test cases presented
in Section 4.1.

4.2.1 Local breakout

A local breakout is created for a 802.1Q tag value inside the UPF-GW. Low latency
VID is routed through an uncongested link to the Internet.
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Figure 28: Local breakout latency comparison

The Figure 28 shows the latency over a congested 1GbE link, and a non-congested
link in the same graph. The 802.1Q tag based switching is used in the UPF-GW to
achieve the local breakout. Link parameters and queue management settings are at
default. This represents the default case for Ubuntu Linux 16.04.

4.2.2 GTP over 40GbE

All CPU cores are used at all times with default affinities. FLENT tool is used to
perform latency tests under load. FLENT used to be called the netperf-wrapper, but
after the feature set evolved beyond that name, a more fitting one was chosen. During
the default Real-time Response Under Load (RRUL) test TCP streams with different
DiffServ fields are established for both directions, uplink and downlink between the
recording host and the remote server.

In a case where the Linux Queuing discipline is working, and there is no unnec-
essary latency on the link caused by issues such as bufferbloat, the latency increases
only as much as the packets are spending in their respective queues. As can be
observed from the Figure 29 the latency of the 100M link in question increases by
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Figure 29: FLENT run reference graph.

roughly 2ms. The queue length used in this test is set to 5ms, and the latency is kept
under this limit except the spike in the beginning. The queue has dropped packets
to keep latency in check, and shortly after the latency is again in specification limits
under 5ms.

The Figure 30 shows a FLENT test over the 40GbE link through the kernel GTP
module on the APU computer[53]. Four TCP streams on downlink show an aver-
age throughput of 5000Mbps, yielding an aggregate bandwidth of 20Gbps. Uplink
throughput is somewhat lower. This graph also shows a straight line in the UDP
Expedited Forwarding (EF) latency measurement. This can mean dropped packets,
and missing data points. Tuning the NIC can possibly mitigate the packet loss. Also
the Fair Queuing (FQ) algorithm is not performing as cleanly as in the reference case
in Figure 29, as can be observed from jagged throughput levels on individual TCP
streams. All 8 cores from Intel R©CoreTMi7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz are in use on this
test. The system load is minimal otherwise.

The Figure 31 shows the aggregated bandwidth for the test.
In the Figure 31 the local machine is called the greybox, the remote IP address

172.16.210.254 is assigned to the remote host on an interface reachable through
the GTP tunnel created by the Linux kernel module using user space tools from
libgtpnl[55]. The test is performed over this single physical 40GbE link with only
the GTP tunnel added as a layer. For both Figures 30 and 31 the driver parameters
are the same.

On the other hand, the 40GbE link is so fast, and the latencies so short the effect
of anything done on the Linux traffic control side has little impact on performance.
As can be seen in the Figure 30 the fully loaded latency is well under a millisecond,
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Figure 30: 40GbE concurrent streams and latency, with DiffServ4.
RING=128p,IRQ_INT=68μs.

despite the 5ms length of queue time. This implies the queuing discipline is not the
bottleneck in this case, and is found elsewhere. Additional testing is required to find
a better configuration for 40GbE operation, and generate meaningful results.

Further inspecting the Figure 29, the different streams are allocated bandwidth
fairly and in a rather consistent capacity. The fq_codel implements Fair Queuing,
giving each stream a their share of capacity. The wild variation in the Figure 30 is
evidence of a deeper bottleneck, as it seems the queuing discipline is performing its
task poorly with high variations in rates.

4.2.3 Monitoring and database

Database access, and data retention is tested with the asynchronous InfluxDB client.
Sample from the created database fetched with the asyncio based HTTP client is in
Appendix E.

The Figure 32 shows a run of the test allocator across a four hour interval. The
RAM allocator is running on a APU system, like the PoC UPF-GW. The allocator
is set to maintain a free RAM level of 400M. The allocator achieves a mean free
RAM level of μ = 400.36MiB with standard deviation σ = 0.317MiB. The polling
interval is set to 10s as shown in the Table F1 in Appendix F. The RAM monitor
used for testing the database client utilizes the psutil-library to poll OS data in real
time. A graphing suite like grafana can be used to access data from the InfluxDB
and draw graphs with the real time data[71].
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Figure 31: 40GbE TCP total bandwidth. RING=128p,IRQ_INT=68μs.
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5 Discussion
The OF protocol overview was presented in Section 2.2.4. In the ONF press release
about OF, OF as a SDN protocol is compared to CPU instruction set[11]. OF instruc-
tion set is getting overhauled and requires constant modification to support arbitrary
data frames or packets on wire. The OF protocol implements structures for some
networking protocols, and the OF protocol itself is extendable. The OF protocol is
an abstraction how the switching equipment is controlled by a limited set of rules
supported by the current version of OF. This sounds more like a higher level pro-
gramming language, working under the constraints of the underlying driver software
representing the hardware capabilities. SDN is never going to be a Turing complete
language. Different networks have so wildly differing requirements an unification is
always going to be inefficient. Google is designing their own hardware to support
their own set of SDN instructions and do hardware forwarding.

The complete control decoupling is still unimplemented [75], and arbitrary for-
warding is not possible. The Table 1 shows that OF is functioning on multiple layers
of network abstraction. OF protocol can be used to describe L2 and L3 field match-
ing, while remaining dependent on the Physical Layer (PHY). Optical links were
introduced with OF 1.5. Control and monitoring functionality is also specified in OF.
Design problems such as this controller dependence keep OF from becoming a multi
purpose instruction set for data forwarding.

Inclusion of Ethernet on virtual networks is redundant. OF 1.5 supports raw
IP, which strips useless Ethernet framing from data transmissions inside virtual
networks. Software switches and hardware OF networks can implement pre defined IP
only networks as the lowest layer, tunneling everything over a protocol like VXLAN.
VXLAN is UDP encapsulated Ethernet tunneling protocol. OF features seem to be
distributed over multiple minor versions, so in order to implement a feature, pieces
of different versions are needed together. Some other parts defined in a OF version
might be unnecessary or irrelevant for a certain feature, and are omitted in OvS.
Similar piecewise implementation of OF support might extend to hardware switches,
and it makes sense from feature perspective.

If mobility is also provided by SDN, GTP tunneling can be removed from the
MPC. All data forwarding would be processed using SDN. Extensive SDN solution
requires robust OF GTP support or some other way to demultiplex the GTP stream.
These other methods include a Linux TC filter, or a Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF)
filter on the TC level, or a better interface to the GTP kernel module. Currently
the kernel module is accessed through a Python wrapper on a shell wrapper on a
libgtpnl[55] tool communicating with netlink. A Python library for GTP specific
netlink functions could be implemented with little effort using an existing netlink
library.
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6 Future development
During the original development phase, the first hurdle was to prove Linux kernel
GTP module interoperability with a LTE pico-cell. The presented solution in this
thesis is based on knowledge on Linux networking, and OvS. The documentation on
the kernel GTP module was scarce, and resources were diverted into implementing
the test system at the expense of research into the kernel code. No conclusive tests
of our scenario were available, so the whole idea was based on untested claims about
standard compliance, and interoperability between UMTS base station, and our LTE
pico-cell base station. OpenAir Interface (OAI) uses the kernel GTP module in the
SPGW implementation currently. OAI is a software suite with modules for the EPC
among others. After the compatibility tests were conducted successfully, the kernel
source code was studied. Soon it became evident that the kernel module can perform
many of the tasks now provided by the namespacing and the OvS nodes.

JSON interface

Python server daemon

Python subprocess

Linux shell script

libgtpnl test binary

netlink socket

kernel

Python server daemon

netlink socket

kernel

JSON interface

Figure 33: Simplified Gateway and User Plane switch design.

The Figure 33 shows the message propagation and processing route inside the
UPF-GW. Process simplification is achieved with incorporating libgtpnl library into
the Python UPF-GW through the Python foreign function library ctypes. Further
performance and stability gains are possible with this bottom-up design, where ab-
straction layers are added to mask incompatible functions, and forcing binaries to
perform tasks they are not meant for. Also work with SDN and the interoperability
with the packet core can be continued. Error Indications in the user plane GTP link
omitted from the work as per the 3GPP specification [56] can be added. Interesting
is also the emergence of additional NIC offloading. The ultimate data forwarding
entity is the NIC itself.

Latency introduced into UE event processing chain is largely due to inefficiencies
in Python subprocess creation for the abstraction layers stacked on top of each other
to hide the bad fit of test binaries provided with the libgtpnl source to this use case.
Further benchmarking and performance improvements would be dominated by the
subprocess spawning. Thus the old design is not tested more rigorously. Insight
gained from the first design can be used to improve the UPF-GW with the Linux
kernel GTP module in another project. Another shortcoming in the UPF-GW here
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are the testing binaries with libgtpnl used to communicate with the kernel through
netlink. These binaries were not meant to be called from a Python subprocess, and
they leave file descriptors open after the tunnel has been removed as long as the
parent Python process is running. This creates a memory leak in the design. The
proposed improvements change the command chain to call libgtpnl functions directly
from Python using the ctypes Python foreign function library. This simplifies the
design presented in this thesis into a simple UDP server listening for JSON messages,
and communicating with the kernel through netlink. Network namespaces and OvS
are purely optional for slicing in the new design, making the basic use case extremely
simple.
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7 Conclusions and further research
The user plane traffic can be split and isolated to create different service sets and
meet differing SLA. Integrating the slicer to the mobile packet core, one can lever-
age mobile operator controlled database information to separate customers based
to the individual Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). The Linux kernel offers an NIC
agnostic GTP tunnel processing even for low end devices at the cost of performance.
Deploying has no specific hardware requirements outside of a NIC. The device func-
tioning as UPF-GW needs to be running Linux, and have the GTP kernel module
loaded. Additional software is and tools are required for OvS support along with
kernel networking features related to network namespaces.

The selected approach to utilize the libgtpnl[55] user space tools to create the
GTP tunneling endpoint and the UPF-GW proved to be possible with all the base
stations in the lab. The tunnels are created correctly in each namespace, and the
namespace framework can be extended independent of the UPF-GW data forwarding.
Performance test shows sub 20Gbps throughput for the kernel GTP module for both
upload and download. On reference runs on the 40GbE optical link without the
GTP module, the test system was capable of 40Gbps operation without GTP tunnel
processing. Linux kernel, the network stack, and parameters require further study to
pinpoint the cause of this slowdown, and how much can be mitigated with improved
configuration. In the multi-core system the CPU was only a problem when a thread
was using all the resources from one core, so additional cores would not help with this
issue. With further tuning additional performance is probable considering the low
aggregated CPU load across all cores during the test. The performance issue might
be caused by memory bottleneck, or any other variable omitted from the test setup.
Other possible causes for the performance drop include kernel interrupt processing
speed, NIC offload configuration, and buffering. TCP Segmentation Offload (TSO)
and Generic Receive Offload (GRO) features on the NIC in particular can cause large
changes in Central Processing Unit (CPU) usage and performance. Offloading is used
to perform repeated simple tasks on the NIC instead of the CPU. Proper offload
configuration and buffering can help extract more performance from the system.

The network slicer was implemented to issue slices to selected traffic, and collect
statistics of the network to facilitate further application automation. The data can
be used to optimize and mode a load balancer process for a mobile network. Python
interface is presented for modification. Results show the application reacts to RAM
changes in real time, and preserves the level of available RAM in the system in the
limits of physical RAM available. This statistic can be easily interchanged with
any of the other metrics collected from the network, or any single host. The UPF
combined with system metric collection can be used to model traffic load and launch
new virtual processing instances when extra capacity is needed. Modularity is the
key component. Problems in the slicer are similar to the problems with the whole
module. Single slice creation performance is low, and latency is measured in seconds.
The slicer can be used to setup slices if setup performance is not an issue.

One question is the GTP tunnel and code for tunnel termination. The Linux
kernel has code for GTP tunneling but the user space library[55] does not implement
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tools for flexible tunnel management. In order to benchmark the Linux kernel code
in a real scenario, correct tool implementation needs to be created first using the
kernel module. To go one step further would be to implement the netlink library
again, but the gains would be questionable. The approach used in this thesis is
using the testing tools available in the same repository hacked to serve this purpose.
Future design is discussed more in depth in the previous Chapter 6.

Outside of the Linux kernel GTP module OvS can also be used to perform GTP
encapsulation and decapsulation. This approach has the benefit of the OF protocol,
and access to SDN switch implementations in software and in hardware. Hardware
switches in particular might provide more performance, but at the moment GTP
support is not mentioned in any documentation of OF or OvS. If the performance
and flexibility of GTP in OvS prove to be good, the use of SDN switches would stream-
line aspects of the GTP tunneling implementation, in similar fashion as described in
Chapter 6 with the added benefit of existing software made to control SDN switching.
Another solution for the GTP tunnels would be to write user space code to perform
encapsulation and decapsulation for the tunneled traffic, and use any kernel bypass
technology such as Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) to achieve acceptable per-
formance.

Detached UPF-GW can be installed separated from the rest of the MPC nodes.
It can run on the same computer, or on a separate device. The only requirement
is IP connectivity. GTP encapsulation overhead savings in a core is one possible
application for the UPF-GW. Removing the tunneling from data streams altogether
might also be possible. Tunneling could also be anything. IP over IP Request For
Comment (RFC) 2003[76], GRE, GTP or Ethernet with 802.1Q tagging enabled. The
benefits of these approaches are interesting. Mobile networking improvements can be
explored with tunable MTU. Small packet sizes are measurably faster to forward[77]
and combined with SDN and MTU selection logic the decisions could be made on a
case per case basis.

Future research into data center based packet core solutions involve economic
analysis and application studies for the flexibility achieved with the use of COTS
hardware. Exhaustive performance data and cost benefits have thresholds, which
need to be established to create accurate models to improve decision making when
purchasing network infrastructure. Lowering CAPEX with better services for busi-
nesses and end users allow new start-ups to innovate and keep the field active. For
mobile networking in particular Evolved Packet Core as a Service (EPCaaS) is already
a tested application of SDN[42].
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Appendix

A FLENT script runner
#!/ bin / bash
LEN =30
SSH =10.1.1.1
HOST =172.16.210.254

tc qdisc del dev enp1s0f1 root
ssh $SSH tc qdisc del dev enp1s0f0 root

for MTU in 1454 9000; do
ip link set mtu $MTU dev gtp0
ssh $SSH ip link set mtu $MTU dev gtp0

for RING in 128; do
ethtool -G enp1s0f1 rx $RING tx $RING
ssh $SSH ethtool -G enp1s0f0 rx $RING tx $RING

for USECS in 0 68 120; do
ethtool -C enp1s0f1 rx -usecs $USECS tx - usecs $USECS
ssh $SSH ethtool -C enp1s0f0 rx -usecs $USECS tx - usecs $USECS
export TEST =00 _${MTU }_${ RING}_${USECS } _DEFAULTS
flent rrul -p all -l $LEN -H $HOST -o $TEST .ps

for QUANTUM in 3000 9716; do
for LIMIT in 10240; do
for TARGET in 500; do
for INTERVAL in 20; do
tc -s qdisc show |grep dropped | grep -v " Sent 0"
tc qdisc del dev enp1s0f1 root
ssh $SSH tc qdisc del dev enp1s0f0 root
tc qdisc add dev enp1s0f1 root fq_codel limit $LIMIT target ${ TARGET }us interval \

${ INTERVAL }ms quantum $QUANTUM
ssh $SSH tc qdisc add dev enp1s0f0 root fq_codel limit $LIMIT target ${ TARGET }us \

interval ${ INTERVAL }ms quantum $QUANTUM
export \

TEST =${MTU }_${RING}_${ USECS } _5fd_1codel${ LIMIT }_${ TARGET } us_${ INTERVAL } ms_q$ { QUANTUM }
#export TEST=${MTU }_${ RING}_${ USECS }
echo " running $TEST "
flent rrul --test - parameter cpu_stats_hosts=localhost ,10.1.1.1 -l $LEN -H $HOST -o \

$TEST .ps
done
done
done
done
done
done
done
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B FLENT run summary
avg median # data pts

Ping (ms) ICMP : 16.57 16.72 ms 200
Ping (ms) UDP BE : 17.37 16.89 ms 193
Ping (ms) UDP BK : 16.54 16.87 ms 200
Ping (ms) UDP EF : 16.63 17.02 ms 200
Ping (ms) avg : 16.78 16.91 ms 201
TCP download BE : 22.33 22.40 Mbits /s 150
TCP download BK : 22.46 22.63 Mbits /s 151
TCP download CS5 : 22.51 22.53 Mbits /s 150
TCP download EF : 22.62 22.70 Mbits /s 151
TCP download avg : 22.48 22.58 Mbits /s 151
TCP download sum : 89.92 90.32 Mbits /s 151
TCP totals : 180.99 181.68 Mbits /s 151
TCP upload BE : 22.32 22.83 Mbits /s 150
TCP upload BK : 22.30 22.85 Mbits /s 150
TCP upload CS5 : 22.26 22.79 Mbits /s 150
TCP upload EF : 24.19 22.92 Mbits /s 150
TCP upload avg : 22.77 22.81 Mbits /s 150
TCP upload sum : 91.07 91.22 Mbits /s 150
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C diff file for Go-pinger
diff --git a/ plugins / inputs / ping/ ping.go b/ plugins / inputs /ping/ ping.go
index 32264 ee ..9 d75b33 100644
--- a/ plugins /inputs /ping /ping.go
+++ b/ plugins /inputs /ping /ping.go
@@ -84,7 +84 ,7 @@ func (p * Ping) Gather (acc telegraf . Accumulator ) error {

strings . TrimSpace (out ) + ", " + \
err . Error ())

}
tags := map [ string ]string {" url ": u}

- trans , rec , avg , stddev , err := processPingOutput (out )
+ trans , rec , min , avg , max , stddev , err := \

processPingOutput (out )
if err != nil {

// fatal error
errorChannel <- err

@@ -100,6 +100 ,12 @@ func (p * Ping) Gather (acc telegraf . Accumulator ) error {
if avg > 0 {

fields [" average_response_ms "] = avg
}

+ if min > 0 {
+ fields [" minimum_response_ms "] = min
+ }
+ if max > 0 {
+ fields [" maximum_response_ms "] = max
+ }

if stddev > 0 {
fields [" standard_deviation_ms "] = stddev

}
@@ -169,9 +175 ,9 @@ func (p *Ping) args (url string ) [] string {

// round -trip min /avg /max / stddev = 34.843/43.508/52.172/8.664 ms
//
// It returns (< transmitted packets >, <received packets >, <average response >)

-func processPingOutput (out string ) (int , int , float64 , float64 , error ) {
+func processPingOutput (out string ) (int , int , float64 , float64 , float64 , float64 , \

error ) {
var trans , recv int

- var avg , stddev float64
+ var min , max , avg , stddev float64

// Set this error to nil if we find a ’transmitted ’ line
err := errors .New (" Fatal error processing ping output ")
lines := strings . Split (out , "\n")

@@ -183 ,23 +189 ,25 @@ func processPingOutput(out string ) (int , int , float64 , \
float64 , error ) {

// Transmitted packets
trans , err = strconv . Atoi( strings .Split (stats [0], " ") [0])
if err != nil {

- return trans , recv , avg , stddev , err
+ return trans , recv , min , avg , max , stddev , err

}
// Received packets
recv , err = strconv .Atoi ( strings . Split ( stats [1], " ") [0])
if err != nil {

- return trans , recv , avg , stddev , err
+ return trans , recv , min , avg , max , stddev , err

}
} else if strings . Contains (line , "min /avg /max ") {

stats := strings . Split (line , " ") [3]
+ min , err = strconv . ParseFloat ( strings . Split ( stats , \

"/") [0], 64)
avg , err = strconv . ParseFloat ( strings . Split ( stats , \

"/") [1], 64)
+ max , err = strconv . ParseFloat ( strings . Split ( stats , \

"/") [2], 64)
stddev , err = strconv . ParseFloat ( strings . Split (stats , \

"/") [3], 64)
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if err != nil {
- return trans , recv , avg , stddev , err
+ return trans , recv , min , avg , max , stddev , err

}
}

}
- return trans , recv , avg , stddev , err
+ return trans , recv , min , avg , max , stddev , err

}

func init () {
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D asyncio InfluxDBClient
class AsyncDBClient( InfluxDBClient):

def __init__ (self ,
host=’ localhost ’,
port =8086 ,
username =’root ’,
password =’root ’,
database =None ,
ssl =False ,
verify_ssl =False ,
timeout =None ,
use_udp =False ,
udp_port =4444 ,
proxies =None ,
loop= None
):

""" Construct a new InfluxDBClient object ."""
super (). __init__ ( host=host ,

port =8086 ,
username =username ,
password =password ,
database =database ,
ssl =ssl ,
verify_ssl = verify_ssl ,
timeout = timeout ,
use_udp = use_udp ,
udp_port =udp_port ,
proxies = proxies ,
)

self. _loop = loop
self. _session = aiohttp . ClientSession ()

async def request (self , url , method =’GET ’, params =None , data=None ,
expected_response_code =200 , headers =None):

""" Make a HTTP request to the InfluxDB API .

: param url : the path of the HTTP request , e.g. write , query , etc .
:type url : str
: param method : the HTTP method for the request , defaults to GET
:type method : str
: param params : additional parameters for the request , defaults to None
:type params : dict
: param data : the data of the request , defaults to None
:type data: str
: param expected_response_code : the expected response code of

the request , defaults to 200
:type expected_response_code : int
: returns : the response from the request
: rtype : :class :‘ requests . Response ‘
: raises InfluxDBServerError : if the response code is any server error

code (5 xx)
: raises InfluxDBClientError : if the response code is not the

same as ‘expected_response_code ‘ and is not a server error code
"""
url = "{0}/{1}". format ( self. _baseurl , url )

if headers is None:
headers = self. _headers

if params is None :
params = {}

if isinstance (data , (dict , list )):
data = json. dumps ( data)
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with async_timeout. timeout (3) :
async with self. _session . request (
# response = await self. _session . request (

method =method ,
url =url ,
auth= aiohttp . BasicAuth (self. _username , self . _password ),
params =params ,
#data =data ,
headers = headers ,
# proxy = self._proxies ,
# verify = self. _verify_ssl ,
# timeout =self. _timeout ,

) as response :
# async with response :

if response . status >= 500 and response . status < 600:
raise InfluxDBServerError ( response . content )

elif response . status == expected_response_code :
return await response . json ()

else:
raise InfluxDBClientError ( response .content , response . status )

async def query (self ,
query ,
params =None ,
epoch =None ,
expected_response_code =200 ,
database =None ,
raise_errors=True ,
chunked =False ,
chunk_size =0) :

if params is None :
params = {}

params [’q ’] = query
params [’db ’] = database or self . _database

if epoch is not None:
params [’ epoch ’] = epoch

if chunked :
params [’ chunked ’] = ’true ’
if chunk_size > 0:

params [’ chunk_size ’] = chunk_size

response = await self. request (
url =" query ",
method =’GET ’,
params =params ,
data =None ,
expected_response_code = expected_response_code

)
if chunked :

raise Exception (’ chunks not supported ’)
# return self. _read_chunked_response ( response )

results = [
ResultSet (result , raise_errors= raise_errors)
for result
in response .get (’ results ’, [])

]

# TODO( aviau ): Always return a list. (This would be a breaking change )
if len ( results ) == 1:

return results [0]
else:

return results
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E Sample data from database

Table E1: bytes sent on the local virtual interface ’lxcbr0’ at sampled times.

ISO date data rate [kbps]

2017-06-04T12:28:00Z 7.0
2017-06-04T13:34:40Z 6.9
2017-06-04T14:41:20Z 7.0
2017-06-04T15:48:00Z 7.0
2017-06-04T16:54:40Z 6.9
2017-06-04T18:01:20Z 7.0
2017-06-04T19:08:00Z 7.0
2017-06-04T20:14:40Z 7.1
2017-06-04T21:21:20Z 7.1
2017-06-04T22:28:00Z 7.0
2017-06-04T23:34:40Z 7.1
2017-06-05T00:41:20Z 6.9
2017-06-05T01:48:00Z 6.8
2017-06-05T02:54:40Z 7.0
2017-06-05T04:01:20Z 7.0
2017-06-05T05:08:00Z 7.2
2017-06-05T06:14:40Z 7.1
2017-06-05T07:21:20Z 7.0
2017-06-05T08:28:00Z 7.1
2017-06-05T09:34:40Z 6.9
2017-06-05T10:41:20Z 7.0
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F Ram data for monitor test

Table F1: Available RAM after the ram allocation python application is enabled.

ISO date RAM available [MiB]

2017-05-26T07:33:10Z 1457.5
2017-05-26T07:33:20Z 1457.4
2017-05-26T07:33:30Z 1457.3
2017-05-26T07:33:40Z 1457.6
2017-05-26T07:33:50Z 1454.4
2017-05-26T07:34:00Z 1454.4
2017-05-26T07:34:10Z 1413.7
2017-05-26T07:34:20Z 401.2
2017-05-26T07:34:30Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:34:40Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:34:50Z 400.7
2017-05-26T07:35:00Z 400.5
2017-05-26T07:35:10Z 400.5
2017-05-26T07:35:20Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:35:30Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:35:40Z 400.1
2017-05-26T07:35:50Z 400.1
2017-05-26T07:36:00Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:36:10Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:36:20Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:36:30Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:36:40Z 400.1
2017-05-26T07:36:50Z 400.2
2017-05-26T07:37:00Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:37:10Z 399.8
2017-05-26T07:37:20Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:37:30Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:37:40Z 400.5
2017-05-26T07:37:50Z 400.1
2017-05-26T07:38:00Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:38:10Z 400.2
2017-05-26T07:38:20Z 400.0
2017-05-26T07:38:30Z 400.4
2017-05-26T07:38:40Z 400.2
2017-05-26T07:38:50Z 400.2
2017-05-26T07:39:00Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:39:10Z 400.3
2017-05-26T07:39:20Z 399.9
2017-05-26T07:39:30Z 400.8
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G Graphing commands for InfluxDB
influx -database telegraf -format csv -precision rfc3339 -execute " SELECT \

derivative (mean (" bytes_recv "), 20s) *8 FROM "net " WHERE " interface " = ’lxcbr0 ’ \
AND time > now () - 40s GROUP BY time (20 s)"

influx -database telegraf -format csv -precision rfc3339 -execute " select * from \
ping where "url " = ’google .fi ’ and time > now () - 20s"

influx -database telegraf -format csv -precision rfc3339 -execute " select \
available from mem where time > ’2017 -05 -26 07:33:01.232 ’ and time < \
’2017 -05 -26 11:41:01.232 ’"
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H Test Linux traffic control commands
tc qdisc add dev eth1 root tbf rate 5 mbit burst 10kb limit 3044 peakrate 100 mbit \

minburst 1522
tc qdisc add dev eth0 root tbf rate 5 mbit burst 10kb limit 3044 peakrate 100 mbit \

minburst 1522
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